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Foster-parenting Nature’s Children 
 
It all began more than a decade ago when two acorns were plucked from a forest path one golden 
autumn’s day. Released from their mother’s embrace, it wasn’t exactly the best location to begin new 
life. Visualising a never-ending succession of tramping boots the following spring (oblivious to what 
they trampled upon) was enough to begin my journey as apprentice foster-parent – a story told in this 
short fiction. The experience of raising those twins was followed a few years later by a younger 
brother successfully brought through the teenage years and, regardless of the fact that our garden was 
(and remains) way too small for a forest of oaks, I threw rationality to the wind. The spare bedroom 
morphed into a greenhouse nursery as dozens of acorns found their way into the pockets of my jacket 
on early morning walks and, with a kiss and a prayer, were plunged into the damp earth of seedling 
pots. It has been said that children are our best teachers. It has also been said that nature is our best 
teacher. Yet by foster-parenting nature’s children, I have been fortunate enough to multiply such 
learnings – about love, about the creative wonder that is life itself, and about what can be achieved if 
we share the same vision.  
 
How do they know? 
 
Eyes fully open onto a soul fully awake, I watched the early life trajectory of one tiny seedling. While 
many of its kin split the earth with robust stems, twice it tried and twice it failed – growing tall, 
straight and true till, at a certain point, its stem wilted, shrivelled, dried out, finally fell, fragmented to 
dust, returned to earth. Each time I sighed a quiet lament. Of course not all were going to make it – I 
had to be practical. But being a mother is nothing other than being a mother. All our children are 
precious, and our heart goes out to the sicklier simply because we recognise their life path as difficult. 
So it was with this acorn. I didn’t remove its pot of death from the surrounding expressions of life 
because I wanted to have an accurate measure by the following spring of survival rates. Lucky for it, 
and lucky for me – for I witnessed how even after two attempts and two failures, this acorn did not 
give up. Several weeks later, once more it sprouted and this time successfully. How? Why? I gently 
pried around in the soil. It had made the attempt from the opposite end of the acorn, and its ‘strategy’ 
had worked.  
 
I am no biologist and until then, had never observed the process of life creating itself so closely. It 
either happened or it didn’t. I lamented, moved on. But here was something to marvel at. How had the 
acorn known? Why hadn’t it given up? In the intervening weeks between its last failure and its 
eventual success, had it been thinking? Had I actually observed a consciously conceived strategy-in-
action? I shook my head. There was no way in to this conundrum until I discovered Gregory Bateson’s 
ecology of mind. 
 
The first time Bateson entered my vocabulary was via the French philosophers, Deleuze and Guattari. 
They appropriated his idea of the plateau to name the rhizomatic storage tubers that populate their 
theory of knowledge production: ‘In the rhizome … is all manner of becomings … We call a “plateau” 
any multiplicity connected to other multiplicities by superficial underground stems in such a way as to 
form or extend a rhizome’ (D&G 2004, p.24). In this context, Bateson’s definition of a plateau was 
cited: ‘“a continuous, self-vibrating region of intensities whose development avoids any orientation 
toward a culmination point or external end”’ (ibid). But I needed to delve deeper into Bateson’s 
writings to reach the heart of his systems-thinking – the relation between content and context, form 
and pattern – which shares territory with the principles of deep ecology and Lovelock’s Gaia theory. 
In his book Steps to an Ecology of Mind, Bateson defines ‘mind’ as ‘the mental world … the world of 
information processing’ where ‘information’ is defined as ‘difference which makes a difference, … 
because the neural pathways along which it travels … are ready to be triggered, … the question is 
already implicit in them’ (Bateson 2000, p.460). An individual unit of ‘mind’ is therefore a system, 
‘the relevant total information-processing, trial-and-error completing unit … be it DNA-in-the-cell, or 
cell-in-the-body, or body-in-the-environment’ (Bateson 2000, p.466). Logically this extends to ‘Mind 
in the widest sense (as) … a hierarchy of subsystems, any one of which we can call an individual 
mind’ (ibid.).  
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My acorn was just such a mind. It had processed information and by trial-and-error, had decided to 
change its strategy. Was this choice conscious? It depends on one’s definition of consciousness and 
there is not the space in this essay to delve into the question. What Bateson writes, however, is that 
within any system’s pathways, the question is already implicit. There is always ‘a state of readiness to 
receive a certain piece of information’ (Bateson 1987, p.118). Sprouting from the other end was thus 
always a possibility for the acorn, a latency ready to be made manifest, but triggered only by the 
results of processing information – hence ‘“a process rather than a product of consciousness”’ 
(Bateson, cited in Thompson 1996, p.36). Of course this reminds me of Emerson’s adage that the soul 
already contains in itself the event that befalls it, ‘for the event is only the actualising of its thoughts’ 
(Emerson 2003, p.21). The event the acorn was born to embody was as simple as life itself. 
 
Reflecting on the theory of symbiotic evolution by microbiologist Lynn Margulis in this context, 
Thompson writes that ‘we need to appreciate how large and complex notions like “mind” or 
“consciousness” are built up out of simple reactions’ (Thompson 1996, p.23). Form and pattern, 
Plato’s sensible and intelligible realms, equate with ‘meat and math’ in Thompson’s vernacular, where 
‘incarnation’ is the holistic melding of the two: ‘The math, not simply the meat, brings us to the 
threshold of another domain, an ontological realm in which principles of self-organisation from noise 
allow new modes of being to emerge’ (Thompson 1996, p.27). This is Bateson’s ecology of mind, 
immanent in the entire ecosystem, not simply localised to a body – or acorn as the case may be – but 
nested into increasingly complex interrelational systems of information processing which interconnect 
with all of creation. This means ‘it is immanent also in the pathways and messages outside the body; 
and there is a larger Mind of which the individual mind is only a sub-system. This larger Mind is 
comparable to God …but it is still immanent in the total interconnected social system and planetary 
ecology … What I am saying expands mind outwards … A certain humility becomes appropriate, 
tempered by the dignity or joy of being part of something much bigger. A part – if you will – of God’ 
(Bateson 2000, p.467).  
 
I certainly admit my humility in observing the creative wonder of a tiny acorn which refused to give 
up on its right to life. Its ‘knowing’ may have been unconscious in our reductionist definitions of the 
term, but still it knew – to try, try, try again. Bateson had helped me answer the how. But why hadn’t it 
given up? What is this deep programming, this fundamental creative impulse? I believe it is Love – 
love as both ‘an intent and an action’ (Peck 1978, p.69), a choice – and Life its ultimate manifestation. 
Faith, hope, love – but the greatest of these is love … love the acorn’s life force in which it had faith. 
Although unconscious, it was faith which pervaded its entire system, deeply infusing each of its 
‘mind’s’ attempts, trusting to hope that next time it wouldn’t fail. Deep within each of us, each 
individual information-processing, trial-and-error completing unit, rests this selfsame spark of love 
which animates and connects us systemically, each to the other and all to the One. Bateson calls it 
Mind, its ultimate expression God. I call it Love, its ultimate source the Ground. All names are 
redundant, but the fundamental principle stands – the simple fact of what Bateson describes as ‘the 
pattern which connects’ (Bateson 1987, p.199), reflecting the Buddha’s teaching that ‘there is love at 
the centre of all things and all things are the same thing’ (Kerouac 2008, p.137). 
 
Very deep – this ecology of mind. Bateson knows, Lovelock too, that an acorn hasn’t forgotten what 
humankind has deigned irrelevant. Yet we are the last great experiment. We cannot fail. Or we will 
destroy all life. (Bateson and Lovelock know this too.) All other forms of sentience in this world get it 
– why can’t we? All other beings trust to love – the life force – all doing their bit to maintain the 
balance, the equilibrium of Mother Earth’s single self, while we do our best to screw it up in our 
profound and arrogant ignorance of how it all works, blinkered, as we are, by partial sight. We think 
we know best. The point is we don’t. And the evidence is all around us. My children would call this 
paragraph a classic ‘Mummy-rant’, but here is Bateson’s more eloquent expression of the need to 
understand Mind’s immanence at the heart of all creation: 
 
‘If you put God outside (the system) and set him vis-à-vis his creation and if you have the idea that 
you are created in his image (as several faith traditions expound), you will logically and naturally see 
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yourself as outside (the system) and against the things around you. And as you arrogate all mind to 
yourself, you will see the world around you as mindless and therefore not entitled to moral or ethical 
consideration. The environment will seem to be yours to exploit. Your survival unit will be you and 
your folks or conspecifics against the environment of other social units, other races and the brutes and 
vegetables. If this is your estimate of your relation to nature and you have an advanced technology, 
your likelihood of survival will be that of a snowball in hell. You will die either of the toxic by-
products of your own hate, or simply of over-population and overgrazing. The raw materials of the 
world are finite … the whole of our thinking … has got to be restructured. This is not funny, and I do 
not know how long we have to do it in’ (Bateson 2000, p.468). Meanwhile, I nurture baby oaks … 
 
Wanted: a new home 
 
There is only so long that seedlings with the potential to become massive forest trees with a lifespan of 
several hundred years can stay in garden pots on a suburban back verandah. I started becoming edgy 
when two years had passed since their ‘birth’ and I had no permanent home yet arranged for them. 
Compared to their brothers who had made the transition to the garden after two seasons, their growth 
was stunted. It was clear they were restless to get on with the business of living their own lives to the 
full and here I was, a mother who stubbornly refused to let them leave home till I said so.  
 
It was late autumn, and on morning walks past the tall mothers of my verandah brood, my fingers 
itched to reach out and add more acorns to the nursery. But I knew it would be irresponsible until I 
found a suitable home for their brothers. 
Christmas came and with it, finally, good 
news. A nature reserve was happy to 
accept my donation, but not till the 
following autumn. I had to get them 
through one last winter, and to ensure their 
hardiness for their transfer to the big wide 
world, I was told they should remain 
outdoors this cold season.  
 
Ah, but what a winter. I had promised fifty 
oaks but by the end of February’s ‘Big 
Freeze’ when temps plummeted to -15C 
and stayed that way for a fortnight 
(something pretty much unheard of in this area), I suspected many hadn’t made it. Spring arrived and I 
confirmed it to be so. Only ten hardy souls had survived. As a mother I cried. The project biologist 
shrugged – this was the point, he said. I took the path less travelled, returned to the mothers, told them 
our sad news, sighed and looked down at the hard earth beneath the canopy. I shook my head in 
disbelief. Here was a veritable sea of sprouting babes. The Big Freeze had had no impact. Oh, the 
irony – so many that I hadn’t brought to ‘life’ yet wasted where they were, on the edge of a farmer’s 
field! It wasn’t long before I had a dream which urged me to relocate these children, bring them home 
to join the family. But in the dream, when I arrived, I found the farmer had mown the sides of the 
paths beside his field, all seedlings in an instant lost. I’d come too late. Next day, in reality, to prevent 
such a nightmare outcome, I acted – the first refugees a tiny pair, snug-wrapped. Their excavation was 
relatively seamless, rootball intact. I found they sprouted from two acorns nestled one to the other: 
 
Rescued from the brushcutter 
On a wheatfield’s edge – 
These nested fishes. 
 
Several more joined and by autumn, fifteen kids were ready for their excursion to the nature reserve. 
But I didn’t join them – I was far too nervous. It was better for the planting team to enjoy their work 
without my meddlesome fussing. Instead I quietly visited a week later on a golden October afternoon, 
the sun shafting through a hillside of tall beeches to fall onto the richly-humused understorey where 
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my young oaklings had begun the next stage of their journey. The moment was memory-infused with 
all that had gone before, on the way to now. I said a prayer – thanking our Holy Mother, Goddess of 
Gaia and our Holy Father, Heavenly Light, for 
their intercession, support, love and guidance for 
these children, now, in this place, and with thanks 
for helping me to reach this point with their 
children in the first place. And with thanks to all 
others whose paths crossed serendipitously on the 
way to bringing this simple fact into being – a new 
home for a family of oaks. 
 
To mast or not to mast … 
 
It doesn’t end here, however. How could it? I was 
a mother whose kids had left home, like a broody 
hen desperate to settle down on her nest again. Yet 
my pockets remained empty after each forest walk. 
I thought I was going mad, or blind – under no oak 
tree could I find a single acorn this autumn. Nature 
had thrown out a new challenge – a phenomenon 
called ‘mast failure’.  
 
It was a worrying few weeks. I thought: Has the 
tipping point for climate change arrived? Has their 
spark of love gone cold, or worse – extinguished 
for all time? I couldn’t believe they had given up hope. I had observed their will to never stop trying to 
transform the energy of love to matter. And fortunately I found an article in American Scientist to put 
my fears, for now, to rest – researchers in California’s oak forests had proven an inverse relationship 
between tree growth and acorn crop: ‘Trees tend to grow slowly the year that they produce a large 
acorn crop (a mast year), but usually grow well the next year, after which they will again grow 
relatively poorly’ (Koenig & Knops 2005, p.342).  
 
Apparently it all comes down to resource efficiency – does the tree choose growth or reproduction? 
For a species whose seeds are predated upon, it makes more sense to have occasional seasons of large 
seed crops ‘because each seed has a higher probability of escaping predation’ (a phenomenon 
described as ‘predator satiation’ (ibid.)) rather than similar crop yields each year. The interesting thing 
is how this is synchronised amongst an entire forest species, and how widespread the mast (or non-) 
year is for said species. There is evidence in Koenig & Knops’ number-crunching to suggest that trees 
up to 2,500kms apart or across an area of some six million square kilometres ‘know’. I wasn’t going to 
find an acorn no matter how far I walked! Given that many trees are in fragmented populations, the 
evidence for their ‘knowing’ points to mediation by an external factor, such as weather. Thus, 
‘separated populations with similar ecophysiology would tend to produce correlated changes in their 
abundance and hence synchronise their population cycles’ (Koenig & Knops 2005, p.345). In Bateson-
speak this would mean that it is in the processing of information (eg. weather) that the species decides 
‘to mast or not to mast’. Its collective mind ready to be triggered, its question already implicit in the 
pathways – indeed, consciousness is a process. 
 
While an interesting extension to my knowledge of oaks, it did not help my broodiness, however. So it 
was back to the verges with shovel and pots. I had managed to transplant young seedlings in spring; 
would other members of last season’s family uprooted now in autumn manage the transition? I know 
my preference is to watch and marvel at the creative spark in action – from the acorns themselves – 
but I couldn’t deny the overall goal for a personal preference to give each a kiss and welcome to the 
world myself. There was a particular section of the farmer’s field which was left unploughed – a steep 
embankment down to a creek along which a big old mama and three of her kids sheltered a nursery of 
dozens. Out they came (once more, fifteen or so) and in they went, for over-wintering. But it’s been a 
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long winter – May the new March it seems, too long to spend so much time in a warm but ill-lit cellar 
before re-acquaintance with a suburban verandah. We shall see … 
 
Still, I walk in the forest, talk with the mothers. As seasons fold into one another, I witness each 
expression of their strength, their presence. I know that they know the shape of time. I know that they 
know, and live, the principle of wu wei, movement and rest, being and flow – with each in-breath, out-
breath, letting wind enter, keeping mountain still … 
 
Heavy-laden with 
Summer foliage, 
Old mother sings in the breeze. 
 
To restore balance, humanity needs to re-learn this essence from the natural world, re-energise our 
connection to the primal energy of love, and re-affirm ‘membership in what we may call the 
ecological tautology, the eternal verities of life and environment’ (Bateson 1979, p.209). We need to 
recognise that there are things 
‘with which thou shalt not tinker’ 
(Bateson in Charlton 2008, 
p.170); for our world to self-heal 
we need to commit to living 
love’s transformative power on a 
planetary scale. For Bateson, this 
means linking ‘self and other and 
also self plus other, and (using) 
this recognition to assert the value 
of the relationship as well as the 
value of self and other (Bateson 
1987, p.192). Simply, ‘all is one. 
In seeing the whole of the living 
world as a systemic nesting of 
minds within minds within minds, 
(Bateson) restore(s) to us the 
awareness of unity that three hundred years of reductionist science have concealed’ (Charlton 2008, 
p.39). When each individual mind within the greater system of Mind lives in this way, communing 
with the All and the One, we shall be the Paradise we were always meant to be. The flipside is the 
historic moment we find ourselves in now. I do not have to look far to be reminded of Laleima’s 
words: There is not enough love in the world. And indeed, if it remains so, there will be no one to 
blame but ourselves, the so-called stewards of our toxic hate.  
 
Meanwhile, I nurture baby oaks … 
 

 


